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Abstract—Mobile edge computing (MEC) enables web data caching in close geographic proximity to end users. Popular data can be
cached on edge servers located less than hundreds of meters away from end users. This ensures bounded latency guarantees for
various latency-sensitive web applications. However, transmitting a large volume of data out of the cloud onto many
geographically-distributed web servers individually can be expensive. In addition, web content dissemination may be interrupted by
various intentional and accidental events in the volatile MEC environment, which undermines dissemination efficiency and
subsequently incurs extra transmission costs. To tackle the above challenges, we present a novel scheme named EdgeDis that
coordinates data dissemination by distributed consensus among those servers. We analyze EdgeDis’s validity theoretically and
evaluate its performance experimentally. Results demonstrate that compared with baseline and state-of-the-art schemes, EdgeDis: 1)
is 5.97x - 7.52x faster; 2) reduces dissemination costs by 48.21% to 91.87%; and 3) reduces performance loss caused by
dissemination failures by up to 97.30% in time and 96.35% in costs.
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1 INTRODUCTION

MOBILE edge computing (MEC) has been widely ac-
knowledged as a key enabler technology for latency-

sensitive applications in 5G. By deploying edge servers
to locations geographically close to end users, e.g., base
stations and access points, MEC provides app vendors with
a virtual edge caching system comprised of computing and
storage resources at the edge network [1]. As the physical
distance between content and end users is minimized, i.e.,
usually within hundreds of meters [2], service latency can
be drastically reduced [3]. This benefits many modern and
futuristic online applications [4], especially latency-sensitive
applications, such as AR/VR (augmented/virtual reality)
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applications and online gaming. App vendors can proac-
tively cache popular data (including applications and the
data involved) on distributed edge servers to serve nearby
users with minimal service latency [5]. There is a series
of recent studies on edge data caching [6], [7], [8], which
provides different caching strategies to help app vendors
achieve different objectives.

To implement a caching strategy in an edge caching
system, original data must be disseminated from the app
vendor’s cloud server to the target edge servers for caching.
However, edge servers are highly distributed and the total
number of replicas is usually large [9]. Data transmission
from the cloud to massive edge servers individually over
the Internet may take a long time to complete. In addition,
it is often not economic. For example, Amazon Web Services
charges $0.05-$0.09 for every GB of data transferred out of
its S3 storage to the Internet1. This edge data dissemination
(EDD) problem must be solved properly to enable edge
caching in practice.

EDD Scenario. The application scenario of EDD is de-
fined as follows. In a specific geographic area, a set of
networked edge servers2 constitute an edge caching system.
To implement a data caching strategy, an app vendor needs
to disseminate a data item d to a set of n target edge servers
in the system. This system differs from conventional cloud
caching systems like content delivery networks (CDNs)
with three unique characteristics. First, data demands at the
network edge are highly dynamic [10]. Therefore, EDD must
be efficient to respond to data demands promptly. Second, a

1. https://aws.amazon.com/s3/pricing/
2. We refer to the web servers running on edge servers simply as

edge servers hereafter for ease of exposition.
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Fig. 1. Exemplar Web Content Dissemination Schemes

large number of edge servers (cache nodes) are distributed
in the system far away from the cloud [3]. Transmitting
data directly from the cloud to edge servers individually is
not economical. Third, edge servers are geographically and
highly distributed [11]. They are subject to failures, which
may slow down, suspend, or interrupt the EDD process.

EDD schemes can be designed based on existing data
transmission protocols for distributed systems. However,
they each suffer from specific limitations.

DataSync [12]: DataSync is Amazon’s end-to-end data
transfer service. Under a DataSync-like EDD scheme, a
replica of d needs to be transmitted from the cloud server
to each of the n target edge servers individually, as shown
in Fig. 1(a) where n = 5. This can incur excessive traf-
fic overheads over the backhaul network, which conflicts
with MEC’s fundamental pursuit of backhaul traffic reduc-
tion [13]. Transmitting a large volume of data out of the
cloud also incurs high transmission costs [8], which the app
vendor may not be able to afford.

Gossip [14]: The Gossip protocol is widely used in dis-
tributed and networked systems to share information across
a large number of nodes [14]. Compared with DataSync,
Gossip incurs much less backhaul network traffic. However,
as shown in Fig. 1(b), the peer-to-peer data transmission be-
tween edge servers incurs enormous communication over-
heads between edge servers.

EDD-A [8]: It formulates EDD strategies that balance the
data transmission costs and time consumption. As shown in
Fig. 1(c), it finds a Steiner tree that contains the cloud server
as the root node and the n target edge servers as leaf or
intermediate nodes. Data item d is iteratively transmitted
along the paths from the cloud server to target edge servers.
EDD-A usually suffers from single-node failures, which is
common in the volatile MEC environment comprised of
unreliable edge servers and unstable networks [15].

Raft [16]: As a well-known distributed consensus pro-
tocol, it helps fallible participants in a system achieve con-
sensus eventually. As shown in Fig. 1(d), an edge server
is elected as the leader to receive d from the cloud and
forward it to the other target edge servers. However, it is
inefficient only the data dissemination is controlled by the
leader, which bottlenecks the overall performance easily.
Second, Raft employs sophisticated mechanisms to ensure
strong consistency between multiple replicated state ma-
chines which are not necessary in EDD scenarios where the
order of data transmissions is not mandatory.

Contributions. This paper presents EdgeDis, a novel
scheme that enables fast, economical, and reliable edge data
dissemination. To the best of our knowledge, EdgeDis is the
first EDD scheme systematically designed to facilitate edge

data dissemination. Its features and main contributions are
summarized as follows.
• To improve data dissemination efficiency, EdgeDis en-

ables two-level data transmission concurrency. On the first
level, data item d is partitioned into multiple data blocks
which are transmitted from the cloud to multiple entry
edge servers in the edge caching system simultaneously.
On the second level, upon the receipt of a data block di,
an entry edge server disseminates replicas of di to all the
other edge servers in the system in parallel.

• To alleviate bandwidth bottlenecks, EdgeDis selects edge
servers with high outbound bandwidths as entry edge
servers. (§3.1)

• To alleviate the impact of slow edge servers on the dissem-
ination efficiency, EdgeDis enables early commitment, i.e.,
an entry edge server commits the dissemination after the
majority of edge servers have received the data. (§3.1)

• To economically disseminate data, each data under
EdgeDis is only transmitted once from the cloud to the
edge caching system, unless transmission failure occurs.
This minimizes the traffic overheads incurred over the
backhaul network and thus reduces the cost [8].

• To ensure reliable dissemination and tackle the challenges
caused by communication failures and/or edge server
failures, EdgeDis elects an coordinator to check the data
dissemination status and supply target edge servers with
missing data blocks. This ensures that every target edge
server will receive an entire replica of d eventually. No-
tably, the supplement of missing data blocks is performed
within the system, which minimizes the extra transmis-
sion costs incurred.

• We propose a novel coordinator election and maintenance
mechanism to ensure coordinator uniqueness. Besides, it
also ensures system stability upon coordinator failures.

• We analyze the validity of EdgeDis theoretically and im-
plement a prototype of EdgeDis to experimentally demon-
strate its performance over baseline and state-of-the-art
EDD schemes in a testbed comprised of 128 edge servers.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews the
backgrounds and motivates this research. Section 3 depicts
EdgeDis’s data dissemination processes in detail. Section 4
introduces EdgeDis’s coordinator election process. Section
5 analyzes EdgeDis’s validity and Section 6 experimentally
evaluates EdgeDis’s performance. Finally, Section 7 presents
the conclusion and discusses future work.

2 RELATED WORK AND MOTIVATION

2.1 Data Caching

Data caching in MEC environment is the basis for appli-
cations relying on low-latency data access [5], [17], e.g.,
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AR/VR gaming. It has attracted excessive attention from in-
dustry and academia. To name a few, Xia et al. proposed an
online algorithm to help app vendors find suitable strategies
to cache data on distributed edge servers [5]. Their approach
considers data deployment cost, potential migration cost,
and impact of quality-of-service (QoS), and minimizes the
overall cost. Later, they proposed a similar approach aiming
at maximizing the data caching revenue for app vendors
[18]. Xu et al. took into account the service requirement pre-
diction and proposed E-Cache to find suitable data caching
strategies for smart cities, especially the smart vehicles [19].

Many studies have been conducted to find suitable
caching strategies for content delivery networks (CDNs). To
name a few, Karamchandani et al. studied the hierarchy of
CDN with 2 layers of caches. They proposed a new scheme
based on the coded caching/computing technique to maxi-
mize the communication rate [20]. Zhang et al. designed a
double-layer coded caching system for ultra-dense networks
(UDNs) [21]. They proposed a deep reinforcement learning-
based approach to reduce the average delay and power
consumption of wireless networks. Wan et al. proposed an
approach to minimize the worst-case communication over-
heads when caching location-based content [22]. However,
the problems studied in the above research are different
from the problem studies in this paper. Specifically, coded
caching encrypts different files to minimize the overall
communication overheads when users access different files
[23]. In contrast, EdgeDis quickly, economically, and reliably
disseminates replicas of one data to multiple edge servers.

2.2 Data Dissemination

Many conventional data transmission approaches can be
employed to facilitate data dissemination in the MEC envi-
ronment. For example, as a well-known peer-to-peer (P2P)
data-sharing mechanism, Gossip [14] can be used to transfer
data between edge servers. However, this will inevitably
incur heavy communication overheads over the fronthaul
edge server network. The device-to-device (D2D) commu-
nication approaches like [24] used in mobile networks are
also useful. However, as edge servers are geographically
distributed, merely enabling nearby edge servers to com-
municate and share data is not useful enough. Similarly,
the machine-to-machine (M2M) technique used in sensor
networks to exchange data between smart devices is not
useful enough due to the performance limitations [25].

To realize a data caching strategy in the MEC environ-
ment, app vendors need to transmit their data to target edge
servers. This raises the data dissemination problem. Xia et
al. investigated this problem and proposed EDD-A to tackle
this problem [8]. Later, they extended the data dissemination
to dynamic scenarios where a cached data replica can be fur-
ther moved dynamically. They proposed an online approach
based on Lyapunov optimization to solve the problem [26].
However, both studies formulated the data dissemination
problem as an optimization problem. They only proposed
approaches to find dissemination strategies aiming at reduc-
ing data transmission costs. Neither of them has considered
the transmission reliability and/or transmission efficiency.

TABLE 1
Limitations of Potential EDD Schemes

Schemes G1 Efficiency G2 Economy G3 Reliability
DataSync [12] × × ×
Gossip [14] × × ✓
EDD-A [8] × ✓ ×
Raft [16] × ✓ ✓

2.3 Motivation

Given an edge data caching strategy, data can be dissem-
inated from the cloud to target edge servers following
different protocols, e.g., DataSync [12], Gossip [14], EDD-
A [8], Raft [16]. However, these protocols are either too slow
or too expensive in EDD scenarios (§1). A practical EDD
scheme must achieve the following three performance goals:

• G1 Efficiency: Edge data dissemination must be com-
pleted rapidly to enable low service latency and cope
with dynamic data demands at the network edge.

• G2 Economy: Edge data dissemination must not incur
excessive traffic overheads over the backhaul network
or the edge network. Based on the pay-as-you-go pric-
ing model [27], traffic overhead reduction immediately
lowers monetary costs for app vendors.

• G3 Reliability: In the volatile MEC environment, var-
ious events can lead to data dissemination failures. A
practical EDD scheme must adapt to data dissemination
failures during the EDD process.

None of the existing data transmission schemes (§1) can
achieve all the above performance goals. Their limitations
are summarized in Table 1. Symbol ✓ means the objective
achieved and × means the objective not achieved.

From the system perspective, when a data item d is
successfully disseminated to all the target edge servers,
these edge servers are consistent in terms of the data.
This aligns with the concept of distributed consensus. In
fact, many consensus-based schemes have been designed
and employed in industry to ensure data consistency in
distributed database/file systems [28], [29], such as Span-
ner [30], ZooKeeper [31], and Chubby [32]. They have
applied Paxos [33] or Raft [16] to facilitate distributed con-
sensus. A main advantage is the ability to tolerate faults. It
can be leveraged by EDD schemes to adapt to data dissemi-
nation failures3. Parallelization, which has been widely used
to improve the efficiency of computer systems [34], [35], is a
potential solution to alleviating the performance bottleneck
created by single leader under leader-based distributed con-
sensus protocols like Raft [16].

The explosive increase in Internet traffic puts an increas-
ing burden on the backhaul network [18]. Routing data
over the edge network instead of the backhaul network
is a promising solution [36], [37], [38]. Thus, the key to
achieving G2 Economy is to minimize the volume of data
transmitted out of the cloud during the EDD process. Raft
is not likely to struggle with achieving G2 Economy, as data
d is transmitted only once to the leader who forwards d to
other target servers over local edge network.

When dissemination failures occur during the EDD pro-
cess, some target edge servers may not receive all the data

3. In this study, we consider temporary dissemination failures, not
permanent failures that impact the system continuously.
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Fig. 2. Overview of EdgeDis’s Data Dissemination Process.

blocks. A simple solution is for these edge servers to fetch
the missing data blocks from the cloud. This will inevitably
incur extra traffic out of the cloud, which undermines the ef-
fort to achieve G2 Economy. In fact, if internal dissemination
failures can be handled within the system, there is no need
to fetch missing data blocks from the cloud, and thus G1
Efficiency can be achieved. The unique challenges in EDD
motivate us to design EdgeDis with the aim of achieving all
three performance goals. Under EdgeDis, d is partitioned
into multiple data blocks. Each of these data blocks will
be sent to an entry edge server for transmission to target
edge servers4. In this way, parallelism is applied to the
dissemination of d into and within the edge caching system.
This achieves G1 Efficiency. Each data block is transmitted
from the cloud to the system only once unless transmission
failures occur. This minimizes the backhaul network traffic
and achieves G2. EdgeDis elects an edge server within the
system to supply missing data blocks. This confines the
traffic to the system and allows EdgeDis to achieve G3
Reliability without undermining G2.

3 DECENTRALIZED EDGE DATA DISSEMINATION

Now we introduce EdgeDis, considering the dissemination
of a data item d to n edge servers. The dissemination of
multiple data items can be carried out individually and
concurrently under EdgeDis.

EdgeDis goes through three asynchronous stages to dis-
seminate data d, as shown in Fig. 2. Note that d is transmit-
ted by blocks under EdgeDis, i.e., {d1, d2, ...}. In Stage 1, the
app vendor transmits each data block of d to a specific entry
edge server. Different data blocks are transmitted in parallel
to improve EdgeDis’s data dissemination efficiency. In Stage
2, each entry edge server distributes the data block received
from app vendor to all the other edge servers in the system.
Considering that the transmission can be interrupted, espe-
cially when a large number of data blocks are transmitted
concurrently, a coordinator is elected in Stage 3 from edge
servers. It infers the dissemination status by monitoring data
block forward progress in the system. Then, it supplements
missing data blocks caused by dissemination failures. This
avoids retrieving data from remote cloud. Note that these
stages are performed asynchronously. For example, while
an entry edge server receives a new data block from app
vendor’s cloud in Stage 1, it can continue to transmit data
blocks received before to the target edge servers in Stage
2. In the meantime, the coordinator can supply missing
data blocks in Stage 3. This novel design allows EdgeDis

4. EdgeDis makes no assumption on specific transport protocols for
the transmission of these data blocks.

to achieve superior performance, which will be evaluated in
Section 6.2.

During the data dissemination process, an edge server
under EdgeDis may serve two roles at the same time: sender
and receiver.

• Sender - A sender is an entry edge server in the system
that receives data blocks from the cloud and transmits
them to the other edge servers.

• Receiver - A receiver receives data blocks from senders
and responds to senders to confirm the receipts of their
data blocks.

3.1 Stage 1: Data Block Distribution from Cloud to En-
try Edge Servers
Following the common design of many consensus-based
systems [39], [40], EdgeDis assigns a unique and consecutive
integer ID to each data block in data d before dissemination.
Then, the app vendor’s cloud server cs disseminates the
data blocks of d to entry edge servers in the system. Take
Fig. 2(a) as an example. Cloud server cs sends data block d1
to edge server s6, d2 to sn, etc. After sending a data block
di to edge server sj , sj becomes a sender and transmits di to
the other receivers. Under EdgeDis, cs can send multiple
data blocks continuously to different entry edge servers
simultaneously without waiting for their confirmed receipts
of previous data blocks. This is a key to EdgeDis’s pursuit
of G1 Efficiency.

Considering that edge servers are highly heterogeneous
in network capacities and workloads [41], [42], [43], en-
try edge servers with limited capacities, e.g., constrained
outbound bandwidth, can throttle the EDD process signif-
icantly. Fortunately, according to the de facto MEC stan-
dards [44], [45], app vendors can retrieve specific infor-
mation about the MEC environment, e.g., edge servers’
capacities and base stations’ channel conditions. This al-
lows EdgeDis to choose edge servers with high network
capacities as entry edge servers. Entry edge servers trans-
mit received data blocks to target edge servers, which is
bandwidth-intensive. Thus, EdgeDis chooses edge servers
with the highest outbound bandwidth as entry edge servers
to alleviate performance bottlenecks.

There is a trade-off when determining the number of
entry edge servers. For example, more entry edge servers
can minimize the workload of the entry edge servers and
improve dissemination efficiency. However, this requires
more bandwidth capacities on receivers and the cloud
server, as those entry edge servers transmit data in parallel.
In contrast, employing fewer entry edge servers can reduce
the burden on the cloud server and receiver edge servers,
but undermines the dissemination efficiency. In practice, the
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number of entry edge servers can be empirically determined
to make full use of available network capacity of app ven-
dor’s cloud server and those edge servers in the system. In
the experiments, we choose the top 25% edge servers in the
system with the highest available bandwidth as entry edge
servers. This reduces the average workload of entry edge
servers, improves data dissemination efficiency, and does
not exhaust incoming bandwidth on receiver edge servers.

The cloud server cs employs an array status to
record the data block distribution progress. For example,
cs.status[i] = 1 indicates that data block di has been
successfully transmitted to the corresponding entry edge
server. The array could be further extended to a 2D array
to facilitate the dissemination of multiple data. The data
dissemination completes when the receipts of all the data
blocks are confirmed by the senders with data block distribu-
tion completion messages. If cs does not receive a confirmation
message from sj before distribution timeout, it resends di to
another available edge server for distribution. In this way, a
data block needs to be transmitted only once from cs, except
when failures occur. This significantly reduces the backhaul
network traffic and allows EdgeDis to achieve G2.

Step 1. Data Block Distribution Message Genera-
tion. To transmit a data block di to edge server sj , cloud
server cs sends a message mescs to sj with data block
di with data block ID, i.e., mescs.dataBlock = di and
mescs.dataBlockId = i. Then, sj responds with a data
block distribution completion message to confirm the re-
ceipt of di. If cs does not receive a response from sj by the
distribution timeout, it randomly sends di to another server.

Step 2. Data Block Distribution Completion Message
Generation. When edge server sj receives a data block
distribution message mescs, it saves the corresponding data
block di in mescs to its local storage. Then, it transmits
replicas of di to all the other edge servers (§3.2). When the
majority5 of edge servers have acknowledged the receipt of
di, sj sends a data block distribution completion message to cs
to confirm the completion of the dissemination of di.

3.2 Stage 2: Data Block Transmission between Edge
Servers

As shown in Fig. 2(b), when an entry edge server sj receives
a data block di from cs, it becomes a sender and transmits di
via data block transmission messages to the other edge servers
in the system. Each of these other edge servers, denoted by
sk, responds to sj with a data block receipt message to confirm
the receipt of di. Due to the inherent characteristics of dis-
tributed systems, data transmission between edge servers
is volatile and may fail [46]. Edge server sj will resend di
to sk if it does not receive a response from sk before the
transmission timeout. In this way, sk can receive di after it re-
covers from a temporary failure. When the majority of edge
servers in the system have received di, entry edge server sj
responds to cs with a data block distribution completion
message to confirm the completion of the dissemination
of di. In the meantime, sj will continuously transmit di
to the remaining edge servers. This avoids delays caused

5. Same to Raft [16], in this research, given n target edge servers, a
majority of edge servers consists of at least ⌈(n+ 1)/2⌉ edge servers.

by dissemination failures or slow receivers in the system.
The workflows followed by the senders and receivers are
shown in Appendix A Pseudocodes 1 and 2, respectively.
This stage consists of three steps.

Step 1. Data Block Transmission Message Generation.
The sender sj generates a data block transmission message
mess and sends it to all the other edge servers in the system.
This message contains data block di and its data block ID,
i.e., mess.dataBlock = di and mess.dataBlockId = i.

Step 2. Data Block Receipt Message Generation.
Upon the receipt of a data block transmission message
mess from sj , receiver sk stores data block di in its lo-
cal storage and updates its data caching status by set-
ting sk.dataBlockStatus[i] = 1. If di has the largest ID
over all the data blocks cached on sk, sk will update
sk.maxBlockId = i. Then, it generates a data block receipt
message mesr to confirm the receipt of di with sender sj .

Step 3. Data Block Transmission Progress Inspection.
Upon the receipt of a data block receipt message recr from
receiver sk, sender sj records the status of the transmission
of di to sk. When data block di is successfully transmitted to
the majority of the edge servers in the system, it notifies the
cloud server cs of the completion of di. This also indicates
that sj is ready to receive the next data block from cs. In
the meantime, sj continues to transmit di to the remaining
receivers that have not received di. If sj does not receive
a response from a receiver sk by the transmission timeout,
it resends mess at its next attempt. This allows EdgeDis
to adapt to internal dissemination failures caused by slow
nodes and network congestion efficiently and economically,
compared with resending data from cs upon dissemination
failures.

3.3 Stage 3: Missing Data Block Supplement
While dissemination failures between senders and receivers
are handled in Stage 2, an entry edge server may fail before
successfully transmitting a data block di to all the receivers.
To adapt to such sender failures, EdgeDis elects an edge
server as coordinator to supply missing data blocks to edge
servers.

To be able to supply any missing data blocks, the coor-
dinator collects all the data blocks distributed to the system
through periodical heartbeat requests and responses. This
also helps receivers determine whether any data blocks are
missing. Note that an individual edge server does not know
how many non-duplicate data blocks will eventually be
received in total for building data d. Thus, the coordinator
is indispensable. Knowing that a data block is missing, a
receiver can retrieve that data block from the coordinator,
as shown in Fig. 2(c). The coordinator holds its position for
a time period, referred to as a term. Terms are numbered
with consecutive integer IDs, similar to Raft [16]. When
the current coordinator fails, the other edge servers in the
system may start their individual election processes to con-
tend for the coordinator role (§4). The new coordinator will
resume the supplement of missing data blocks. In this way,
the edge servers constitute an autonomous system immune
to coordinator failures.

Step 1. Data Block Collection. Under EdgeDis, the
coordinator c maintains its role by periodically sending
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heartbeats to and receiving heartbeat receipt messages from
all the followers, the underlying mechanism is similar to
Raft [16]. However, different from Raft, a coordinator under
EdgeDis reuses those heartbeat messages to inspect the data
block possession status of all followers. Then, c collects
missing data blocks according to such status. The workflows
are depicted by Pseudocodes 3 and 4 in Appendix A.

First, when sending out a heartbeat message, the coordina-
tor c attaches a variable c.maxBlockId to the message. The
variable maxBlockId is the maximum ID of all the data
blocks possessed by c. The heartbeat message, denoted as
mesh, is sent to all the other edge servers in the system.

Second, upon the receipt of mesh, a follower f checks its
data blocks according to the received mesh.maxBlockId.
Note that f has a vector f.dataBlockStatus[] indicat-
ing which data blocks have been received successfully
and a variable maxBlockId recording the maximum ID
of received data blocks. Hence, if mesh.maxBlockId >
f.maxBlockId, all the data blocks with IDs from
f.maxBlockId + 1 to mesh.maxBlockId are miss-
ing. Besides, if the value of f.dataBlockStatus[i](i <
f.maxBlockId) is 0, the ith data block is missing. Please
note that a data block may be delayed by temporary net-
work congestion. In practice, to solve this issue, the coor-
dinator c usually waits for a short time before it begins
to supplement missing data blocks to follower f, e.g., 2∆t
where ∆t indicates the network diameter. In this case, if a
congested data block is eventually received within this time,
it can be updated by f’s heartbeat receipt message. Now,
follower f updates its f.maxBlockId = mesh.maxBlockId
to record the maximum data block ID perceived currently.
After that, f sends a heartbeat receipt message to c. A heartbeat
receipt message includes f.maxBlockId to notify c of the
maximum data block ID it perceived. It also includes an
array f.missBlockId[] indicating which data blocks are
missing from f’s local storage.

Third, by inspecting all heartbeat receipt messages, co-
ordinator c can find out how many data blocks have been
distributed to the system, which is indicated by the maxi-
mum value of all received maxBlockId variables. It can also
find out which edge servers possess the data blocks missing
from its local storage. Then, as shown in Pseudocode 3 in
Appendix A, c sends a data block request to fetch its missing
data blocks from these edge servers. Upon the receipt of a
data block request, the receiver returns a data block response
to c with the required data blocks. This helps c collect all
data blocks distributed in the system.

Step 2. Data Block Supplement. After receiving a new
heartbeat receipt message mesfh from follower f, coordina-
tor c can easily determine which data blocks are missing
on f based on the received mesfh.missBlockId[]. This al-
lows coordinator c to proactively transmit the missing data
blocks to f by sending a data block supplement message
to f with missing data blocks attached. Then, upon the
receipt of these data blocks, f stores them into its local
storage. It is unnecessary to confirm the receipt of the
data block supplement message. As introduced in Step 1,
the coordinator c periodically sends heartbeats to f, which
helps collect f’s data block possession status. If the vec-
tor missBlockId[] in f’s next heartbeat receipt message is

empty, i.e., mesfh.missBlockID = null, the missing data
blocks have been successfully supplemented. Otherwise, c
supplements again the data blocks according to the updated
missBlockID[].

Remark 1: Under Raft, EDD relies on an individual leader.
A leader failure will suspend the EDD process immediately until a
new leader is elected. Unlike Raft, EdgeDis selects multiple entry
edge servers to transmit data blocks. The coordinator is elected to
supply receivers with missing data blocks. It will not supplement a
data block unless the corresponding entry edge server fails. Thus,
the coordinator’s workload is relatively light. In addition, if the
coordinator is exhausted and cannot respond in time, EdgeDis will
dynamically elect a new coordinator to take over the responsibility.
Please note that coordinator failures may delay the supplement of
missing data blocks, but will not suspend the entire EDD process,
which is better than Raft.

Remark 2: The coordinator communicates with every edge
server in the system by heartbeats to periodically check the
dissemination status. Given n edge servers in the system, there
are n heartbeats per time slot. Thus, the overall communication
overheads are determined by n, the time interval ti for sending
heartbeats, and the overall time consumed for data dissemination
T . A heartbeat message is 12 Bytes. A heartbeat receipt message
is at least 12 Bytes and can be longer, depending on the number of
missed data blocks on each edge server. Thus, the overheads are at
least 24×n×T/ti Bytes. Note that as the coordinator periodically
supplements missing data blocks, the number of missed ones
could not be great. Please see Section 6.2.9 for the experimental
evaluation.

4 COORDINATOR ELECTION

A coordinator is employed to monitor data dissemination
status on edge servers and supplement missing data blocks
if any. Inspired by distributed consensus protocols like
Paxos [33] and Raft [16], EdgeDis allows only one coordi-
nator in the system. This simplifies the system design and
reduces relevant network traffic while fulfilling the func-
tionality requirements. A new coordinator will be elected
when the system starts or the current coordinator fails. To
facilitate coordinator election, edge servers may be in one of
the three states.

• Coordinator - Only one coordinator in the system at
any time. It is responsible for supplying edge servers
with missing data blocks.

• Follower - When there is a coordinator in the system, all
the other edge servers are in the follower state. When
a sender fails, a follower edge server can retrieve the
missing data blocks from the coordinator.

• Candidate - An intermediate state between coordinator
and follower. When a follower starts its election pro-
cess, it becomes a candidate.

When data dissemination begins, all the edge servers are
followers. Each follower f starts a timer with a coordinator
timeout randomly set between t and 2 × t. When f does
not receive any heartbeats from the coordinator when its
coordinator timeout elapses, it becomes a candidate and starts
its coordinator election process to contend for the coordi-
nator role. Otherwise, it resets the coordinator timeout. A
candidate becomes the coordinator if it wins the election by
obtaining support from the majority of edge servers. When
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a candidate receives a heartbeat from the coordinator during
the election process, it becomes a follower immediately. The
coordinator becomes a follower when it fails or perceives
the existence of a newer coordinator with a larger term ID.
In general, the election process consists of three main steps.

Step 1. Vote Request Generation. Candidate cf in-
creases its term ID by 1, then generates and sends a vote
request req to all the other edge servers, as shown in Pseu-
docode 5 in Appendix A. The request req contains the
number of data blocks cf has and its term ID.

Step 2. Vote Response Generation. Each edge server
f responds to cf ’s vote request req, as shown in Pseu-
docode 6 in Appendix A. Edge server f supports cf if
three conditions are fulfilled: 1) f does not have more data
blocks than cf ; and 2) f’s term ID is not larger than cf ’s,
i.e., req.currentTermId ≥ f.termId; and 3) it has not
supported any other candidate whose Term ID is equal
to req.currentTermId. For example, if f has supported a
candidate cf whose term ID is 5, it will reject all the other
candidates’ vote requests whose term IDs are also 5. Please
note that f can continue to support a candidate whose term
ID is larger than 5. In other words, given a specific term ID
value, f can support at most one candidate with this Term
ID.

Condition 1) ensures that a new coordinator has more
data blocks than the majority of edge servers. This can min-
imize the time for the new coordinator to complete the data
block collection (see Section 3.3). Condition 2) ensures that
a candidate with a small term ID cannot contend for the co-
ordinator role. Inequality f.termId > req.currentTermId
indicates that either there is a new coordinator in the system
or another edge server with a larger term ID that has started
its election process earlier. In such cases, cf cannot compete
for the coordinator role. Condition 3) ensures that only one
coordinator will be elected with any term ID.

If all the three constraints are fulfilled, f updates its
term ID with cf ’s term ID found in req, and offers its
support to cf by setting res.supported = true, as shown
in Pseudocode 6. Otherwise, it sets res.supported = false.
Then, it sends res to cf . Note that, f’s term ID is attached
to res by setting res.currentTermId = f.termId so that cf
can find out at Step 3 whether f has a bigger term ID.

Step 3. Vote Counting. After receiving a set of vote
responses, as shown in Pseudocode 5, candidate cf inspects
if the majority of the edge servers (including itself) in the
system support it in the election. If so, it becomes the
new coordinator immediately and begins to send heartbeats
periodically to all the other edge servers to declare its
coordinator role. Otherwise, it repeats the election process
after timeout, until obtains support from the majority or
a new coordinator is elected. If cf finds a bigger term ID,
it terminates its election process and becomes a follower
immediately.

5 VALIDITY ANALYSIS

Now we theoretically analyze EdgeDis’s validity, including
the convergence of coordinator election, coordinator unique-
ness, and system reliability upon edge server failures.

5.1 Coordinator Election Convergence
A candidate edge server cf cannot be a coordinator unless
it obtains majority support in the system during the election
process. However, when multiple candidates compete at the
same time, vote splitting may occur and no candidate can
obtain majority support. EdgeDis addresses this issue via
randomization, similar to Raft [16]. Specifically, instead of
commencing the election process immediately at the coor-
dinator timeout, an edge server randomly waits for a time
period between t and 2t before starting its election process.
This mechanism reduces the possibility that multiple edge
servers contend for the coordinator role at the same time.
If vote splitting still happens, the candidate will wait for
another random time period between t and 2t before its
next attempt. The election process will converge and one
coordinator will be elected eventually. The convergence will
be experimentally studied in Section 6.2.11.

5.2 Coordinator Uniqueness
Coordinator uniqueness demands that there is at most one
active coordinator in the system at any time. Now we
analyze that EdgeDis fulfills this demand. Let us assume
that si and sj have commenced their own election processes
and become candidates. Note that an edge server increases
its Term ID by 1 when timeouts and becomes a candidate.
There are five potential cases.

Case 1: Two candidates si and sj have the same term
ID and only one is elected. According to the settings intro-
duced in Section 4, each edge server can support only one
candidate for each term ID, then at most one candidate, i.e.,
either si or sj can receive support from majority follower
edge servers. In this case, only one candidate who sends out
vote requests faster will become the new coordinator.

Case 2: Two candidates si and sj have the same term
ID and the votes are even. This case is that si and sj
receive equal numbers of votes from other edge servers.
This phenomenon is called vote split. The vote split also
means neither of them can receive support from the majority
of edge servers. Therefore, none of them can be the new
coordinator. However, as each candidate edge server has
a random timeout threshold between t and 2t. They will
repeat the election processes to contend for the leadership
again until one coordinator is successfully elected.

Case 3: Multiple candidates with the same term ID
competing for leadership. The same as the phenomenon
discussed in Case 2, when multiple candidates with the
same terms ID compete for the leadership, it is probable
that there is a vote split. Then, they will repeat the election
process again after the timeout. However, as different can-
didates have different timeout thresholds, they will start the
election at different times, which limits the probability of a
vote split in the next round [16].

Case 4: Two candidates si and sj have different term
IDs and only one is elected. Suppose si has a smaller
term ID than sj , when a follower edge server receives the
vote requests from both si and sj at the same time, it only
supports sj . Therefore, only sj has the opportunity to be
supported by the majority of edge servers. Then, sj will be
the new coordinator.
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Case 5: Two candidates si and sj have different term
IDs and both are elected. An edge server sk can support
different candidates with different term IDs when receiving
vote requests at different times. Suppose that sj ’s term ID
is larger than si’s. A potential case is that si just becomes
the new coordinator but has not sent its heartbeats to sj .
At the same time, as sj has a greater term ID, it can
also receive support from the majority of edge servers and
become a coordinator. Therefore, there are two coordinators
in the system. Note that as both si and sj are supported
by the majority of edge servers, at least one edge server
has supported both si and sj , say sk. Then, sk’s term ID is
equal to sj ’s (see Section 4). Candidate si will receive this
term ID from sk’s heartbeat receipt messages (see Appendix
A Pseudocode 4). As shown in Pseudocode 3, si becomes a
follower immediately once it knows the existence of sj , as its
Term ID is less than sj ’s. sj remains as the coordinator in the
system. In this case, although there might be more than one
candidate in the system, only one can survive eventually.

5.3 Reliability upon Failures

Upon Receiver Failures. A sender s will keep re-sending a
data block to a receiver r if r fails temporarily. After r re-
covers, it will receive the data block. Thus, a receiver failure
will not impact system reliability and the data dissemination
will complete eventually.

Upon Sender Failure. If a sender s fails after transmit-
ting a data block di to the majority of edge servers in the
system, the coordinator can retrieve di from one of these
edge servers and continue to transmit di to the other edge
servers. If s fails before transmitting di to the majority
of edge servers, it will not confirm the completion of the
transmission with the cloud server. The cloud server will
resend di to another edge server to be transmitted at the
transmission timeout. Therefore, EdgeDis is reliable upon
sender failures.

Upon Coordinator Failure. Different from existing dis-
tributed consensus like Paxos [33] and Raft [16] which rely
on the coordinator (leader) to perform the data dissemina-
tion sequentially, EdgeDis transmits data blocks in parallel
by multiple entry edge servers. The coordinator is only
responsible for supplying missing data blocks caused by
sender failures. A new coordinator will be elected when the
current one fails. The recovery of the coordinator will not
affect EdgeDis’s performance when all entry edge servers
work properly. Even if an entry edge fails, as all data blocks
are disseminated in parallel, the recovery of the coordina-
tor will slightly affect the data block supplement but will
scarcely affect the entire process. Thus, EdgeDis can tolerate
coordinator failures.

6 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

6.1 Experiment Configuration
6.1.1 Parameter Settings
The coordinator timeout parameter t used for election (§4) is
set to 250ms. Every 50ms, the coordinator broadcasts heart-
beats in the system to maintain its role. The distribution
timeout used for controlling the data block distribution be-
tween the cloud and entry edge servers (§3.1) is set to 300ms.

TABLE 2
Parameter Settings

Parameter Value Default
Replica Scale (n) 8, 16, 32, 64, 128 32
Network Density (nd) 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2.0 1.4
Failure Rate (r) 0%, 0.2%, 0.4%, 0.6%, 0.8%, 1.0% 0%
Data Size (ds) 256MB, 512MB, 1GB, 2GB, 4GB 1GB
Data Block Size (bs) 128KB, 256KB, 512KB, 1MB, 2MB 512KB
Network Delay (dl) [5, 15], [10, 25],[15, 40] [5,15]
Cost Ratio (cr) 5, 10, 20, 30, 40 20

The transmission timeout used for controlling the data block
dissemination between sender and receivers (§3.2) is set to
100ms. By default, the top 25% target edge servers in the
system with the highest available bandwidth are employed
as entry edge servers to alleviate bandwidth bottlenecks
(§3.1). We vary seven setting parameters (summarized in
Table 2) to evaluate EdgeDis on the testbed (§6.1.4). Each
time we vary one parameter while keeping others as default
and report the averaged results over 200 experiment runs.

• Replica Scale (n) - the number of replicas of d to be
disseminated, varies exponentially from 8 to 128 and is
32 by default.

• Network Density (nd) - the ratio of the number of
physical connections between all edge servers over the
number of edge servers in the system. It varies from 1
to 2 in steps of 0.2, and is 1.4 by default.

• Failure Rate (r) - the probability that a failure occurs
during data transmission, it varies from 0%, i.e., no
failure, to 1% in step of 0.2%. For example, when
r = 0.2%, there is a 0.2% probability that a data block
transmission will fail.

• Data Size (ds) - the size of data d to be disseminated.
It varies exponentially from 256MB to 4GB, and is 1GB
by default.

• Data Block Size (bs) - the data block size of d. It varies
exponentially from 128KB to 2MB, and is 512KB by
default.

• Network Delay (dl) - the range of communication delay
between two linked edge servers. The minimum delay
varies from 5ms to 15ms while the maximum delay
varies from 15ms to 40ms.

• Cost Ratio (cr) - the ratio of cloud-to-edge transmission
cost to edge-to-edge transmission cost when transmit-
ting one unit of data. A greater value indicates that the
transmission cost between edge servers is cheaper than
the transmission cost between cloud and individual
edge servers. cr varies from 5 to 40 and is 20 by default.

6.1.2 Competing Schemes
EdgeDis is compared against four representative schemes,
including two baseline schemes, i.e., DataSync, Gossip, Raft,
and a state-of-the-art scheme, i.e., EDD-A.

• DataSync [12] - In the experiments, multiple DataSync
instances are used to transmit data d to target edge
servers concurrently.

• Gossip [14] - In the experiments, every data block of d
is transmitted from cloud server to one edge server in
the system. Then, the edge server transmits replicas of
the data block to all its neighbor edge servers, which
continue to forward the replicas to their neighbors until
all target edge servers receive a copy of the data block.
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• Raft [16] - A leader is randomly elected to coordinate
the EDD process, as illustrated in Fig. 1(d). The leader
receives data blocks from the cloud and forwards them
to target edge servers.

• EDD-A [8] - Cloud server transmits data blocks of d to
target edge servers along the paths in a Steiner tree (§1).

6.1.3 Performance Metrics

As introduced in Section 2, we have three objectives to
achieve when designing EdgeDis, including G1 Efficiency,
G2 Economy, and G3 Reliability. To evaluate EdgeDis’s
ability to fulfill all three objectives, the following two metrics
are employed for experiments.

• Dissemination Time [8], [26] - measured by the time
taken to complete the EDD process. A short dissemina-
tion time serves G1 Efficiency.

• Dissemination Cost [8], [26]- the economic costs in-
curred by EDD process. To allow easy conversion to
real-world monetary costs, we set transmitting data d
between two edge servers costs 1 unit, and set trans-
mitting d over the backhaul network costs according to
cr. For example, when cr = 20, transmitting d over the
backhaul network costs 20 units. A low cost serves G2
Economy.

Please note that the objective G3 Reliability can be
measured by EdgeDis’s efficiency and costs upon dissem-
ination failures. Therefore, the reliability is not measured
individually, and alternatively, it will be measured based on
the above two metrics when the failure rate r varies.

6.1.4 Testbed

A testbed is built with one cloud server and 128 edge
servers. A c4.2xlarge EC2 VM with 8 vCPU and 16GB
RAM is deployed on Amazon AWS as the cloud server,
running Ubuntu 16.04. Its network bandwidth is 1Gbps,
which ensures that the EDD process is not throttled by
the cloud server during the experiment. A total of 128
virtual machines (VMs) are deployed in a local data center
as edge servers, each equipped with 1 vCPU, 2GB RAM,
and 1Gbps bandwidth, running Ubuntu 16.04. They are
connected according to a given network density nd (§6.1.1)
to build an edge caching system. The network topology
between edge servers is a regular graph with a density of
nd. Network tests indicate that the round-trip time taken to
transmit a 512KB data block from the cloud server to the
edge servers is 240.95ms on average. EdgeDis is a generic
data dissemination scheme, so synthetic data is employed
to simulate the data to be disseminated.

A prototype of EdgeDis is implemented in Java 16 for
evaluation. It consists of two main modules, the cloud
module and the edge module. The former runs on the cloud
server for generating and transmitting data blocks to the
edge caching system. An edge module runs on each of the
edge servers in the system for receiving and transmitting
data blocks. The algorithms used in EdgeDis are presented
by Pseudocode 1 to Pseudocode 6 in Appendix A.

TABLE 3
Performance Comparison

Metric r DataSync Gossip Raft EDD-A EdgeDis

Time (seconds)
0 562.9 689.7 592.5 688.8 80.8

0.6% 661.1 810.4 595.4 693.8 81.2

Cost
0 640.0 64.8 52.0 100.4 52.0

0.6% 643.8 65.1 52.3 117.9 52.3

6.2 Experimental Results

6.2.1 Overall Performance (n = 32, nd = 1.4, ds = 1GB, bs
= 512KB)

It can be easily observed from Table 3 that EdgeDis achieves
the best performance in every case, in particular, with an
order of gratitude advantage in time. When r = 0.0%,
i.e., no data dissemination failure, EdgeDis reduces the
dissemination time consumption by 85.64%, 88.28%, 86.36%,
and 88.27%, respectively, compared with DataSync, Gossip,
Raft, and EDD-A. This shows EdgeDis’s superior ability
to achieve G1 Efficiency by 1) partitioning data d into
multiple data blocks for simultaneous transmission (§3) and
2) transmitting data blocks to and within the edge caching
system asynchronously §3.

Table 3 also shows the ability of EdgeDis to achieve G2
Economy. Compared with DataSync and Edd-A, it costs an
average of 91.87% and 48.21% less, respectively, to complete
an EDD process. These advantages come from the low costs
of transmitting data d out of the cloud only once (§3.1)
with r = 0. Gossip and Raft also take this advantage
and incur the same backhaul network costs as EdgeDis.
However, Gossip broadcasts data between all edge servers
in the system, which incurs higher costs. Under EDD-A, the
volume of data transmitted out of the cloud depends on
the structure of the Steiner tree. It often connects the cloud
server (the root node) to multiple entry edge servers. Thus,
EDD-A incurs higher costs than EdgeDis and Raft. DataSync
incurs the most costs because it has to transmit a replica of
d to each of the target edge servers directly from the cloud
server (§1).

When dissemination failures occur with r = 0.6%, all
the four competing schemes take more time to complete an
EDD process. This immediately translates to higher costs.
However, when r increases from 0 to 0.6%, DataSync’s and
EDD-A’s time consumption increases by 17.46%, having to
transmit the entire data block from the cloud every time
the transmission of a data block fails. In contrast, EdgeDis’s
time consumption increases by 0.49% only, much less than
DataSync and EDD-A. This illustrates EdgeDis’s ability to
achieve G3 Reliability. The reasons that EdgeDis is more
resilient to data dissemination failures are twofold: 1) han-
dling internal dissemination failures over the edge network
instead of the backhaul network (§3.2); and 2) selecting a
coordinator to supply missing data blocks within the system
rather than from the remote cloud (§3.3).

Now, we evaluate the impact of different parameters on
EdgeDis’s time consumption and cost, summarized in Table
T1 and Table T2, respectively, in Appendix B.

6.2.2 Performance vs. Replica Scale

Fig. 3 compares the performance of five competing schemes
with different replica scales (n). It can be observed that
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Fig. 3. Impact of Replica Scale n

EdgeDis achieves the best performance, in particular in
terms of efficiency.

Fig. 3(a) demonstrates the average time taken by the
five schemes to complete an EDD process when the replica
scale n increases from 8 to 128. An interesting observation is
that when n increases, DataSync, Gossip, Raft, and EDD-A
take more time to complete an EDD process while EdgeDis
takes less time. Take Raft as an example. The leader is
solely responsible for transmitting data blocks to target edge
servers. It becomes a performance bottleneck when there
are a large number of target edge servers. Unlike Raft,
EdgeDis disseminates data blocks through multiple entry
edge servers in parallel - 25% of the target edge servers
in the experiments. A larger n allows the cloud server to
disseminate data blocks through more entry edge servers
simultaneously. This increases the parallelism and signifi-
cantly reduces the overall time. On average, EdgeDis takes
80.19%, 80.84%, 80.77%, and 83.05% less time to complete an
EDD process compared with other schemes.

Fig. 3(b) shows that compared with DataSync, Gossip,
and EDD-A, EdgeDis saves 92.98%, 18.80%, and 37.39% of
the transmission costs on average across all the cases. This
indicates tremendous economic savings for app vendors.
The figure also shows that the costs of all five schemes in-
crease with the increase in n. This is not surprising because
they all need to transmit more data overall to the target
edge servers when n increases. However, the cost incurred
by DataSync increases by 15.00x when n increases from
8 to 128. In contrast, the costs incurred by EDD-A, Raft,
Gossip, and EdgeDis increase by 6.06x, 5.29x, 5.38x, and
5.28x, respectively, much less than DataSync. This demon-
strates the advantage of shifting the workloads from the
backhaul network to the edge network. DataSync always
transmits data to each edge server directly from the cloud,
and thus incurs the most extra backhaul network traffic
when n increases. EDD-A transmits data according to a
Steiner tree with the cloud server as the root node and the
target edge servers as leaf nodes (§1). When n increases, the
cloud server has more child nodes in the Steiner tree. More
traffic will be incurred over the backhaul network under
EDD-A. In contrast, Raft transmits data from the cloud to
only the leader, and EdgeDis transmits each data block to
only one entry edge server. An increase in n incurs extra
traffic only over the edge network, which is much cheaper
than transmission over the backhaul network.

6.2.3 Reliability through Performance vs. Failure Rate
As introduced in Section 1, in the highly volatile MEC
environment, data dissemination may be interrupted by
various events. We examine EdgeDis’s ability to adapt to
dissemination failures in different EDD scenarios by varying
the failure rate r from 0.0% to 1.0%. Fig. 4 shows EdgeDis’s
superior performance in all the cases.
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We can see in Fig. 4(a) that with the increase in r,
EdgeDis’s dissemination time increases from 80.8s to 81.4s
by only 0.74%, much less significantly compared with Data-
Sync, Gossip, Raft, and EDD-A’s 27.40%, 27.14%, 0.83%, and
27.39% increases. When r increases, dissemination failures
are more likely to occur over the backhaul network and the
edge network. Only in the former case will EdgeDis resend
data blocks from the cloud. In the latter case, data blocks are
re-transmitted over the edge network, which is much faster
than over the backhaul network. If an entry edge server fails
when only some of the target edge servers have received
its data blocks, the coordinator will supply the remaining
target edge servers with these data blocks (§3.3). This is
done asynchronously with the dissemination of other data
blocks and thus only delays EDD process slightly.

Fig. 4(b) shows that all five schemes incur higher costs
when the failure rate r increases. This is expected as they
all need to re-transmit data upon dissemination failures. On
average across all cases, EdgeDis’s cost is 54.45%, 19.67%,
and 91.87% lower compared with DataSync, Gossip, and
EDD-A. We can also see that EdgeDis’s costs and extra
costs caused by the increase in n are almost the same as
Raft. This evidences EdgeDis’s comparable ability to adapt
to dissemination failures compared with Raft. This is an
exciting observation because it shows that EdgeDis does
not sacrifice G3 Reliability for G1 Efficiency or G2 Economy
upon dissemination failures.

6.2.4 Performance vs. Network Density
To study the impact of system topology on EdgeDis’s per-
formance, we vary the network density nd from 1 to 2 in
steps of 0.2. As shown in Fig. 5, EdgeDis again excels in all
the cases.

As shown in Fig. 5(a), Gossip, EDD-A, Raft, and
EdgeDis’s dissemination times decrease slightly by 9.05%,
8.15%, 2.60%, and 2.45%, respectively, when nd increases
from 1.0 to 2.0. That is because when edge servers are more
connected, their longest and average distances decrease and
it takes less time to complete the part of EDD within the
system, except under DataSync. DataSync’s dissemination
time does not react to the change in nd because it does not
transmit data over the edge network at all. Fig. 5(b) shows
that an increase in nd reduces EDD-A’s cost. With a larger
nd, each edge server is linked to more edge servers in the
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system on average. This allows EDD-A to find a shorter
Steiner tree for EDD which saves the costs. Interestingly,
Gossip’s cost increases when nd is larger. That is because
Gossip transmits data along all network connections.

6.2.5 Performance vs. Data Size
Fig. 6 compares the time taken by the competing schemes
to disseminate data of different sizes (ds). Note that the
change in ds impacts dissemination costs in almost the
same way as dissemination time. Thus, their dissemination
costs are omitted here. In the figure, we can see that all
the schemes take more time to complete an EDD process
when ds increases. EdgeDis again manifests its significant
advantages. When ds increases from 256MB to 4GB by 16x,
its dissemination time increases from 20.1s to 321.3s. In the
meantime, DataSync, Gossip, Raft, and EDD-A’s dissemina-
tion times increase from 140.7s, 171.1s, 148.1s, and 172.2s to
2251.4s, 2733.7, 2370.2s, and 2755.3s, respectively.

6.2.6 Performance vs. Data Block Size
EdgeDis partitions a data item d into multiple data blocks
for dissemination to improve efficiency. To study how it
impacts EdgeDis’s performance, we vary the data block size
bs in the experiments. As shown in Fig. 7, when there is no
dissemination failure, a larger bs reduces the dissemination
time for all the competing schemes. The reason is that given
a data item of a fixed size (1GB in the experiments) and
a larger ds, EdgeDis partitions d into fewer data blocks for
dissemination. This leads to fewer server interactions during
the EDD process, which reduces the overall dissemination
time. However, when a dissemination failure occurs, the
impacted data block needs to be re-transmitted. This will
incur extra costs. There is a time-cost trade-off. In practice,
the data block size can be set empirically by the app vendor
according to its time and cost needs.

6.2.7 Performance vs. Cost Ratio
EdgeDis achieves G2 Economy by reducing backhaul net-
work traffic and forwarding data between edge servers
through fronthaul edge server network, as the transmission
cost on backhaul network is much higher than edge server
network [8], [47]. Now we study the impact of cost ratio
(cr) on EdgeDis’ performance. Please note that cr affects
only the transmission cost, and thus the comparison of time
consumption is omitted.

From Fig. 8 we can observe that the overall cost of
every scheme increases along with the increase in cr. This
is straightforward, as a greater cs means transforming a
piece of data from the cloud is more expensive. Due to
the same reason, EdgeDis’s advantages over DataSync and
EDD-A become greater when cr increases. For example, it
costs 76.88% and 34.95% less than DataSync and EDD-A,
respectively, when cr = 5. However, when cr increases to
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Fig. 10. Extra Overheads incurred by EdgeDis

40, EdgeDis costs 94.37% and 65.93% less than DataSync
and EDD-A, respectively. Same to EdgeDis, both Gossip and
Raft transmit one data from the cloud to the system, thus the
advantages of EdgeDis over Gossip and Raft do not change
significantly.

6.2.8 Performance vs. Network Delay
In practice, edge servers may be far from the others, which
prolongs the network latency between them. Now, we study
the impact of network delay dl on EdgeDis’s performance
by varying dl from [5,15] to [15,40]. Fig. 9 depicts the
results. Briefly, when dl increases, all schemes take more
time to complete the dissemination. However, the time
consumption of DataSync, Gossip, and EDD-A increase
significantly. In contrast, the time consumption of Raft and
EdgeDis increase slightly. The reason is that both Raft and
EdgeDis have special mechanisms to tackle the slow edge
servers. Taking EdgeDis as an example, an entry edge server
commits a data block dissemination when it transmits the
data block to majority of edge servers. Then, the cloud
server can start to transmit new data blocks. At the same
time, the entry edge server continues to transmit its data
block to slow edge servers. Therefore, the higher network
delays of a few edge servers do not significantly impact the
overall efficiency of EdgeDis. This also evidences EdgeDis’s
superiority in achieving G1 Efficiency.

6.2.9 Extra Overheads Examination
EdgeDis employs a distributed consensus to coordinate the
EDD process which incurs extra communication overheads.
First, there are extra coordination overheads when servers
exchange various messages to coordinate an EDD process
(§3), which include meta information like data block IDs,
data ID, etc. Second, coordinator broadcasting heartbeats
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also incurs extra communication overheads. These extra
communication overheads are presented in Fig. 10.

In Fig. 10(a), we can find that the extra communication
overheads incurred by EdgeDis are low in relevance to the
replica scale n, i.e., the number of receivers. For example,
when n = 8, a total of 616KB communication overheads are
incurred to coordinate the entire EDD process, about 77KB
per receiver. When n increases, the coordination becomes
more complicated but EdgeDis’s communication overheads
increase only linearly, hitting 1,572.4KB when n = 64.
Interestingly, the communication overheads per receiver
decrease to 24.57KB. We investigated and found the reason.
A larger n increases the number of entry edge servers, accel-
erating the EDD process with higher parallelism, as shown
before in Fig. 3(a). Thus, fewer heartbeats are broadcasted
during the entire process.

Fig. 10(b) illustrates EdgeDis’s communication over-
heads incurred for disseminating data items of different
sizes to 32 receivers. As demonstrated in Fig. 6, EdgeDis
takes more time to disseminate a larger data item parti-
tioned into more data blocks. As a result, the correspond-
ing coordination overheads and heartbeat overheads both
increase accordingly.

6.2.10 Impact of Entry Edge Server Selection Strategy
EdgeDis selects edge servers with the highest bandwidth as
entry edge servers (§3.1). To study the impact of this mecha-
nism, we create a version of EdgeDis named EdgeDis-RND
that randomly selects entry edge servers regardless of their
bandwidths. In this experiment, we throttle edge servers’
bandwidths randomly with DummyNet6 to simulate their
bandwidth heterogeneity.

Fig. 11(a) compares their dissemination times for dis-
seminating 1GB of data to 32 receivers when edge servers’
bandwidths range between 0.6Gbps and 1.0Gbps. It is not
hard to observe EdgeDis’s significant advantages in any
case. On average, EdgeDis takes 16.33% less time than
EdgeDis-RND to complete an EDD process. An interesting
finding is that EdgeDis’s advantage decreases from 22.86%
to 8.36% when the number of entry edge servers increases
from 4 to 16. The reason is that when more entry edge
servers are selected from receivers, those new entry edge
servers are more likely to become a performance bottleneck
due to their lower average bandwidth. This reduces the
performance gap between EdgeDis and EdgeDis-RND.

Fig. 11(b) compares their dissemination times with dif-
ferent levels of bandwidth heterogeneity, with 8 entry edge
servers, ds = 1GB in a system comprised of 32 edge servers.
We can find that when edge servers become more heteroge-
neous, EdgeDis gains more advantages over EdgeDis-RND,

6. http://info.iet.unipi.it/˜luigi/dummynet/
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i.e., 7.16% to 27.33%. This further evidences the usefulness
of selecting entry edge servers in the highly heterogeneous
MEC environment.

6.2.11 Efficiency of Coordinator Election/Re-election
Now we investigate EdgeDis’s efficiency in coordinator
election (§4), measured by the time EdgeDis takes to elect a
new coordinator when the system starts. This also indicates
EdgeDis’s efficiency in handling coordinator failures (§3.3).

Impact of Replica Scale n. The cumulative distribution
function (CDF) plot shown in Fig. 12 reports EdgeDis’s
coordinator election/re-election time when replica scale n
increases from 8 to 128 with coordinator timeout t set at
250ms. We can see that EdgeDis needs more time to elect
a new coordinator when there are more edge servers in
the system. The reason is that when n increases, candidate
edge servers have to send vote requests to more edge
servers to seek their support. This immediately increases the
overall time needed to complete the coordinator election.
The increase in n also raises the probability of vote splitting,
i.e., no competing candidate edge server can obtain majority
support in the system. In such cases, coordinator election
iterates and takes more time to complete eventually. This
can be clearly seen in Fig. 12. When n = 8, coordinator
election takes 264.95ms to 288.48ms to complete. When n
increases to 128, it takes 267.31ms to 454.08ms to complete.

Impact of Coordinator Timeout t. Coordinator timeout
t (see Section 4) determines when an edge server starts the
coordinator election/re-election process. Fig. 13 depicts the
overall time taken to complete the election where t varies
from 100ms to 300ms in steps of 50ms, with n = 32. When t
is small, edge servers start their own election processes soon
when the coordinator fails. As a result, EdgeDis can elect
a new coordinator rapidly. However, a smaller t increases
the number of candidates contending for the coordinator
role at the same time. If a candidate cannot win the election
rapidly, the other edge servers may start their own election
processes. Intense competition will increase the probability
that no candidate edge servers can obtain majority support
from the edge servers in the system within a short time
period. In such cases, it takes more time to elect a new
coordinator, similar to when n increases as shown in Fig. 12.
When t increases, the competition becomes less intense and
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it is easier to elect a new coordinator (with fewer iterations).
However, when t is overly large, edge servers may wait too
long before starting their election processes, which causes
a delay in data transmission. This indicates that an optimal
t needs to be experimentally obtained to achieve the best
performance for a specific system in practice.

6.2.12 Coordinator Uniqueness
Now we experimentally study EdgeDis’s ability to ensure
the coordinator uniqueness. Fig. 14 presents the results, in
which we report 1) the total number of coordinators in the
system, 2) the coordinator’s term ID (0 if no coordinator), 3)
the term ID of Candidate 1, and 4) the term ID of Candidate
2. We omit other follower edge servers for simplification.
The initial coordinator has a term ID of 4. Then, we acti-
vate three events, denoted as A, B, and C, respectively, by
manually killing the current coordinator.

In Event A, the coordinator with term ID of 4 fails at time
a.1. Suppose Candidate 1 increases its term ID and starts
the election process at time a.2. It receives support from
the majority of edge servers at a.3. Then, it starts to send
out heartbeats to all other edge servers. When Candidate 2
receives the heartbeat and recognizes the existence of a new
coordinator at time a.4, it becomes a follower and updates
its term ID to 5, which is the term ID of Candidate 1.

In Event B, the current coordinator (Candidate 1) fails
at time b.1. When timeout at b.2, Candidate 2 increases its
term ID by 1 to 6 and starts the election process. Later at
b.3, Candidate 1 increases its term ID by 1 to 6 and starts
the election process. As both of them have the same term
ID, the vote split occurs. In the next attempt, Candidate
2 increases its term ID by 1 to 7. It successfully receives
support from the majority of edge servers at time b.4. Similar
to the phenomenon in Event A, Candidate 1 becomes a
follower at time b.5 and updates its term ID to 7.

In the above two scenarios, there is at most one coordi-
nator in the system. Now, we produce a specific scenario
(Event C) in which there is more than one coordinator in
the system. We kill Candidate 2 (current coordinator) at
time c.1. Then, Candidate 1 contends for the leadership
at time c.2 with term ID of 8 and becomes coordinator at
c.3. During this time, Candidate 2 updates its term ID to 8
and starts its election process. Unfortunately, as most edge
servers have supported Candidate 1, Candidate 2 cannot
receive enough support with term ID of 8. Due to the
network issue (we manually blocked the heartbeat sent by
Candidate 1), Candidate 1 does not send its heartbeat to
Candidate 2. Therefore, Candidate 2 increases its term ID to
9 and attempts again. As it has a greater term ID, it receives
majority support at time c.4 and becomes a coordinator. In
this case, both Candidate 1 and Candidate 2 are coordinators
in the system. However, Candidate 1 will become a follower
when it receives heartbeats from Candidate 2 or heartbeat
responses from other edge servers (Lines 15-17 in Appendix
A Pseudocode 3) at c.5, as its term ID is smaller. Thus, even
if multiple coordinators can be elected in a very short time
period, e.g., less than 50 ms, only one can survive.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we studied the edge data dissemination prob-
lem and proposed an innovative scheme named EdgeDis by

distributed consensus to facilitate data dissemination from
the cloud to edge caching systems. Under EdgeDis, multiple
edge servers are involved in the data dissemination process
to ensure high data distribution efficiency. Each data is sent
from the cloud to only one edge server in the system to
reduce the backhaul network traffic, i.e., to ensure high
economy. A coordinator is elected to supply missing data
blocks to edge servers to improve reliability. Experimental
results demonstrate EdgeDis’s superior performance at the
price of slight system overheads.

In the future, we will investigate the possibility of allow-
ing EdgeDis to resist malicious nodes and cyberattacks. We
will explore if coded settings and/or other recovery mech-
anisms can be employed by EdgeDis to further improve
its performance. We will explore if incorporating multiple
coordinators in the system can further boost the dissemi-
nation efficiency. We also will study the measures of edge
server capacities to help choose suitable entry edge servers.
Finally, we will design an optimized algorithm to find the
most suitable number of entry edge servers introduced in
Section 3.1.
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APPENDIX A
ALGORITHMS USED IN EDGEDIS

Pseudocode 1: Sender’s Data Block Transmission Work-
flow

// Stage 2 Step 1: data block transmission

message generation
1 Upon receipt of data block di from cs do
2 creates a data block transmission message mess
3 mess.dataBlock = di // attach data block di
4 mess.dataBlockId = i
5 sends mess to all the other edge servers

// Stage 2 Step 3: progress inspection

6 Upon receipt of a data block receipt message do
7 if received ⌈(n+ 1)/2⌉ − 1 such messages for di then
8 responds cs a data block distribution

completion message for di

Pseudocode 2: Receiver’s Data Block Transmission Work-
flow

// Stage 2 Step 2: data block receipt message

generation
1 Upon receipt of message mess from sender sj do
2 receives and stores data block di from mess
3 sk.dataBlockStatus[i] = 1 // updates status
4 if sk.maxBlockId < i then
5 sets sk.maxBlockId = i // sj’s maximum

data block ID

6 generates data block receipt message mesr
7 mesr.dataBlockId = i
8 mesr.status = true
9 sends mesr to sj

Pseudocode 3: Coordinator c’s Data Block Collection
Workflow

// Stage 3 Step 1-1 reuse heartbeats

1 Loop
2 creates a new heartbeat message mesh // same

to [16]
3 mesh.maxBlockId = c.maxBlockId // c

perceived blocks
4 mesh.currentTermId = c.termId // maintains

leadership
5 mesh.coordinatorId = c.Id // maintains

leadership
6 broadcasts mesh;

7 Upon receipt of heartbeat receipt meshr from f do
// Stage 3 Step 1-2 perceive new data

blocks
// new data blocks exist

8 if meshr.maxBlockId > c.maxBlockId then
9 updates c.dataBlockStatus[]

10 c.maxBlockId = meshr.maxBlockId

11 checks f’s data block possession status
12 updates c.disseStatus[f.id][]

// Stage 3 Step 1-3 request missing data

blocks
13 if missing data blocks are possessed by f then
14 sends data block request to f

// new coordinator exists
15 if meshr.currentTermId > c.termId then
16 c.state = follower
17 c.termId = meshr.currentTermId // update

term

// Stage 3 Step 1-3 receive data blocks

18 Upon receipt of a data block response do
19 stores the data blocks in dataBlock[]
20 updates c.dataBlockStatus[] via dataBlockId[]
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Pseudocode 4: Follower f’s Data Block Collection Work-
flow

// Stage 3 Step 1-2 notify new data blocks

1 Upon receipt of heartbeat message mesh do
// new data blocks exist in the system, for

Stage 3 Step 2

2 if mesh.maxBlockId > f.maxBlockId then
3 updates f.dataBlockStatus[]
4 f.maxBlockId = mesh.maxBlockId

5 creates heartbeat receipt message meshr
6 meshr.maxBlockId = f.maxBlockId
7 initializes meshr.missBlockId[] accordingly

// check leadership
8 if mesh.currentTermId < f.termId then

// notifies c the existance of new
coordinator

9 meshr.currentTermId = f.termId

10 else
// c is new, follows c

11 f.termId = meshr.currentTermId
12 f.coordinatorId = meshr.coordinatorId

13 sends meshr to c

// Stage 3 Step 1-3 send missing data blocks

14 Upon receipt of a data block request from c do
15 sends required data blocks via a data block response

Pseudocode 5: Candidate cf ’s Coordinator Election Work-
flow

// Step 1 vote request generation

1 Upon coordinator timeout do
2 cf .status = candidate // becomes candidate
3 cf .termId++ // updates to new term ID
4 creates vote request req
5 req.currentTermId = cf .termId
6 req.candidateId = cf .id
7 req.totalBlocks = total number of data blocks cf

has
8 cf .supportedId = cf .id // supports itself
9 broadcasts req to contend for leadership

// Step 3 vote counting

10 Upon receipt of a vote response res do
// succeeds, becomes new coordinator

11 if received (⌈(n+ 1)/2⌉ − 1)th responses with
supported = true then

12 cf .status = coordinator
13 starts to send out heartbeats (see Section 3.3)

// other new coordinator exists, quits
current election

14 if res.currentTermId > cf .termId then
15 cf .status = follower

Pseudocode 6: Follower f’s Coordinator Election Work-
flow

// Step 2 vote response generation

1 Upon receipt of vote request req from cf do
2 creates a vote response res
3 if req.totalBlocks ≥ f.totalBlocks and

((req.currentTermId = f.termId and
f.supportedId = null) or
(req.currentTermId > f.termId)) then

4 res.supported = true // supports cf as
coordinator
// records current vote option

5 f.termId = req.currentTermId
6 f.supporteId = req.candidateId

7 else
8 res.supported = false // rejects cf

9 res.currentTermId = termId // shares term ID
10 responds to candidator cf
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APPENDIX B
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

TABLE T1
Performance Comparison in Time Consumption (Seconds)

Parameter Value
Schemes

DataSync Gossip Raft EDD-A EdgeDis

n

8 526.1 582.8 566.1 582.1 290.2
16 537.3 623.1 580.2 622.3 151.7
32 562.9 689.7 592.5 688.8 80.8
64 624.4 784.3 648.8 783.3 48.0
128 795.9 885.8 751.4 884.7 32.8

r

0.0% 562.9 689.7 592.5 688.8 80.8
0.2% 597.8 731.5 593.5 731.5 80.9
0.4% 630.5 771.5 594.5 771.5 81.1
0.6% 661.1 809.1 595.4 809.1 81.2
0.8% 690.0 844.4 596.4 844.4 81.3
1.0% 717.0 877.5 597.4 877.5 81.5

nd

1 562.9 783.4 604.2 726.8 81.8
1.2 562.9 758.6 597.6 706.1 81.0
1.4 562.9 737.8 592.5 688.8 80.3
1.6 562.9 721.3 590.5 675.0 80.1
1.8 562.9 713.0 589.2 668.1 79.9
2 562.9 712.4 588.5 667.6 79.8

dl

[5,15] 562.9 689.7 592.5 688.8 80.8
[10,25] 562.9 715.2 624.0 714.3 84.8
[15,40] 562.9 766.2 687.0 765.3 92.6

bs

128KB 843.9 1002.3 821.9 1001.6 127.8
256KB 592.5 684.0 594.3 683.2 86.8
512KB 562.9 689.7 592.5 688.8 80.3
1MB 500.1 579.1 536.8 577.1 70.2
2MB 387.5 440.9 414.2 439.8 53.3

ds

256MB 140.7 172.9 148.1 172.2 20.1
512MB 282.2 344.4 296.3 344.4 40.2

1GB 562.9 689.7 592.5 688.8 80.3
2GB 1125.7 1378.6 1185.1 1377.6 160.7
4GB 2251.4 2756.4 2370.2 2755.3 321.3

TABLE T2
Performance Comparison in Cost

Parameter Value
Schemes

DataSync Gossip Raft EDD-A EdgeDis

n

8 160.0 31.2 28.0 35.6 28.0
16 320.0 42.4 36.0 60.7 36.0
32 640.0 64.8 52.0 100.4 52.0
64 1280.0 109.6 84.0 143.8 84.0

128 2560.0 199.2 148.0 215.4 148.0

r

0.0% 640.0 64.8 52.0 100.4 52.0
0.20% 641.3 64.9 52.1 106.6 52.1
0.40% 642.6 65.0 52.2 112.5 52.2
0.60% 643.8 65.1 52.3 117.9 52.3
0.80% 645.1 65.2 52.4 123.1 52.4
1.00% 646.4 65.3 52.5 127.9 52.5

nd

1 640.0 52.0 52.0 126.1 52.0
1.2 640.0 56.0 52.0 111.8 52.0
1.4 640.0 60.0 52.0 100.4 52.0
1.6 640.0 64.0 52.0 89.0 52.0
1.8 640.0 68.0 52.0 81.9 52.0
2 640.0 72.0 52.0 78.6 52.0

cr

5 160.0 49.8 37.0 59.1 37.0
10 320.0 54.8 42.0 82.0 42.0
20 640.0 64.8 52.0 127.9 52.0
30 960.0 74.8 62.0 173.8 62.0
40 1280.0 84.8 72.0 219.6 72.0
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